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Overview of Contributions

➢ We propose the information retention principle that favors using as

much relevant information as possible in supervised learning

➢ We develop a three-stage framework named InfoR-LSF for

information retention via learning supplemental features



Motivation

In contrast to the information bottleneck(IB) principle that ignores as

many details of the input, we propose Information Retention: it is

preferable to keep as much relevant information as possible in use

when making predictions.

Information Bottleneck

• suppress relevant but

redundant features
• keep as much relevant

information as possible

Information Retention



Motivation

We use a simple example to illustrate the motivation.

➢ For training, the label 𝑦 can be perfectly

predicted by using the feature 𝑓1 = 𝑥1 + 𝑥2,

partially predicted by 𝑓2 = 𝑥3 and 𝑓3 = 𝑥4.

➢ However, taking 𝑓2 or 𝑓3 into consideration

will not bring any lifting in predictive ability.

➢ For a test data [𝑥1 = 1, 𝑥2 = 3, 𝑥3 = 1, 𝑥4 =
2] , 𝑓1 = 4 is unseen, however, 𝑓2 and

𝑓3 can deal with this situation.



The Proposed Method – InfoR-LSF

InfoR-LSF contains three stages:

➢ The first stage: initial training of mainline features

➢ The second stage: saliency erasing from inputs

➢ The third stage: joint training of mainline and supplemental features



Training of Mainline Features

At the first stage, the task is to train an initial mainline features 𝐳𝑀



At the first stage, the task is to train an initial mainline features 𝐳𝑀

➢ Maximize the mutual information between 𝐳𝑀 and the label 𝐲

➢ Minimize the mutual information between 𝐳𝑀 and input 𝐱 (the term is

optional)

Training of Mainline Features



Saliency Erasing

The objective of the second stage is to find and erase salient input

features with respect to mainline features 𝐳𝑀 from input 𝐱



Saliency Erasing

The objective of the second stage is to find and erase salient input

features with respect to mainline features 𝐳𝑀 from input 𝐱

➢ Here, we use the magnitude of the gradient of the loss with respect

to the input to determine the importance level of input features.



Saliency Erasing

The objective of the second stage is to find and erase salient input

features with respect to mainline features 𝐳𝑀 from input 𝐱

➢ Here, we use the magnitude of the gradient of the loss with respect

to the input to determine the importance level of input features.

➢ the next step is to perform MASK(·) operation on the raw input 𝐱 to

get a modified input 𝐱′

• Replace token with MASK for text data and delete image patches for image data.



Joint-training of Mainline and Supplemental Features

The objective of the third stage is to simultaneously learn the mainline

features 𝐳𝑀 and the supplemental features 𝐳𝑆



Joint-training of Mainline and Supplemental Features

The objective of the third stage is to simultaneously learn the mainline

features 𝐳𝑀 and the supplemental features 𝐳𝑆

➢ Overall framework



Joint-training of Mainline and Supplemental Features

The objective of the third stage is to simultaneously learn the mainline

features 𝐳𝑀 and the supplemental features 𝐳𝑆

➢ Mainline 𝐳𝑀 training objective: (as same as the first stage)



Joint-training of Mainline and Supplemental Features

The objective of the third stage is to simultaneously learn the mainline

features 𝐳𝑀 and the supplemental features 𝐳𝑆

➢ Supplemental 𝐳𝑆 training objective:

• 𝐼(𝐳𝑆; 𝐱|𝐱
′) represents the information 𝐳𝑆 contains which is unique to 𝐱 and is not

predictable by observing 𝐱′ and we tend to suppress the term



MI-based Loss Function

To compute the aforementioned optimization objective in practice, we

employ a variational encoding network to encode 𝐳𝑀 and 𝐳𝑆



To compute the aforementioned optimization objective in practice, we

employ a variational encoding network to encode 𝐳𝑀 and 𝐳𝑆

• 𝐳 follows a parameterized Gaussian distribution so we can compute the Kullback-

Leibler (KL) divergence of 𝐳

• RT means reparameterization trick

MI-based Loss Function



We further estimate the upper and lower bounds of mutual information

based on the Gaussian distribution

[1] Alexander A Alemi, Ian Fischer, Joshua V Dillon, and Kevin Murphy. Deep variational information bottleneck. In ICLR, 2017.

MI-based Loss Function



We further estimate the upper and lower bounds of mutual information

based on the Gaussian distribution

➢ Variational estimate of IB objective[1](maximize 𝐼 𝒛𝑀; 𝐲 − 𝛽 ⋅ 𝐼 𝐳𝑀; 𝐱 ):

[1] Alexander A Alemi, Ian Fischer, Joshua V Dillon, and Kevin Murphy. Deep variational information bottleneck. In ICLR, 2017.

• where 𝑟𝜙 𝐳𝑀 ~ 𝑁 𝜇𝜙, Σ𝜙 is prior distribution of 𝐳𝑀

MI-based Loss Function



We further estimate the upper and lower bounds of mutual information

based on the Gaussian distribution

➢ Upper bound of 𝐼(𝐳𝑆; 𝐱|𝐱
′) :

• Note that the modified inputs 𝐱′ are only used for the calculation of above loss

term

MI-based Loss Function



We further estimate the upper and lower bounds of mutual information

based on the Gaussian distribution

➢ Total loss of mainline features 𝐳𝑀 and supplemental features 𝐳𝑆:

MI-based Loss Function



Experiments

Benchmarks

➢ Dataset ➢ Baselines

• IFM a method which avoids shortcut

solutions by implicit feature modification

• FGSM a classic adversarial training

method in computer vision

• VIB a variational approximation to the

information bottleneck by leveraging

the reparameterization trick

• VIBERT a method implementing the

variational information bottleneck on

the pretrained BERT



In-domain Generalization on Supervised Tasks

We conduct experiments on both image and text classification tasks, as

well as text regression and tabular regression.



In-domain Generalization on Supervised Tasks

We conduct experiments on both image and text classification tasks, as

well as text regression and tabular regression.

➢ InfoR-LSF surpasses all competitors

under all settings of training data

sizes on image classification tasks.

➢ InfoR-LSF exhibits much notable

improvements in low resource

conditions



We conduct experiments on both image and text classification tasks, as

well as text regression and tabular regression.

➢ InfoR-LSF also works

for  text classification

tasks.

In-domain Generalization on Supervised Tasks



We conduct experiments on both image and text classification tasks, as

well as text regression and tabular regression.

➢ InfoR-LSF can also be

applied to regression

tasks.

In-domain Generalization on Supervised Tasks



Out-of-domain Performance

We conduct experiments on text classification tasks to evaluate out-of-

domain performance of InfoR-LSF

➢ On all target tasks, InfoR-LSF consistently achieves the highest

improvement



Conclusion

• We introduce the principle of information retention.

• We design a three-stage supervised learning framework named

InfoR-LSF for information retention by jointly learning the mainline

and supplemental features.

• InfoR-LSF performs well on tasks involving multiple different data

types, including both classification and regression.


